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Easter lilies thrive in bright, indirect light. Too much direct sun can scorch their
leaves.
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Potted Easter Lilies that are blooming will not need to be fertilized. Easter Lilies in
garden need a balanced fertilizer as the new shoots emerge in the spring. During

season the Easter Lilies do best with a slow release fertilizer applied once or
twice.
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furniture and tablecloths. Removing the pistils also reduces the fragrance, which
some people find too strong anyway. If you do get pollen on fabric, remove it with
sticky tape instead of trying to rub it or dust it away, which will just smear it around
and possibly make it worse.

Lilies are notorious for dropping pollen. To avoid a mess, remove the yellow pistils in
the center of each flower so pollen won’t drop and stain the actual blooms or
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